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Results in for local
Christopher Beck
News Editor
On Tues., Nov. 4, Ohio voters
took to the poles to vote for local
representatives and statewide ini-
tiatives. Locally, of the 61,686 reg-
istered voters in Wayne County,
27,119 votes were counted, which
makes for a voter turnout of rough-
ly 44 percent
The other races saw fairly deci-
sive victories. Republicans faired
especially well in this race. In the
race for Wooster City Mayor,
Republican James A. Howey
defeated Democrat Barbara
Hustwit by 70.17 percent (4,708
votes) to 29.83 (2,001 votes)
Rep. Bob Breneman was elected
as Member jof Council at Large
over Independent Bob Butcher by a
vote of 70.30 percent (4,417) to
29.70 percent (1,866).
Mark D. Newcomer and Anne
L. O'Planick are the newest mem-
bers of the Wooster City School
E-m- ail problems addressed
Eliza S. Cramer
Editor iy Chief
Since the beginning of the
school year, students, faculty and
staff have tried to log on to e-m- ail,
most times being able to
get into their account, but other
times being shut out of it for a
period of time.
For months, Scotmail has been
disabled every hour. Marry times
the e-m- ail server would send
strange reconfiguration codes, and
the Internet server in Luce would
shut itself down for hours at a
time. With the virus problems also
persisting, Informational
Technology has had a slew of
problems to correct
The e-m- ail server problems, as
Kathy Breitenbucher, Manager of
User Services, said, "is not relat-
ed .to the virus problem experi
board. Newcomer won one of the
seats with 14.47 percent (1,951
votes) and O'Planick gained the
other seat with 15.35 percent
(2,069 votes). O'Planick was
quoted in the Wooster Daily
Record as crediting her win to
name recognition from her stint as
a Wooster council woman and her
reputation' as a. "champion for
education in the community."
Issue 1 was the most publicized
on the ballot. In Wayne County,
Issue 1 was defeated with 56.34
percent in favor (13,993 votes)
and 43.66 percent against
(10,844). Statewide, the vote was
much closeer.
According to the Ohio
Secretary of State's website,
49.05 percent were in favor
(1,178,595 votes) and 50.95 per-
cent against (1,224,439). Issue 1
was a proposed amendment to the
Constitution to the State of Ohio.
The amendment was proposed
to create jobs and stimulate eco-
nomic growth in Ohio. The
ences at the beginning of the year.
The viruses were contained on
campus to ensure they will not
effect the servers."
Scotmail is run by a program
called GroupWise and was
installed as the campus' e-m- ail
server in December of 200 1 .
Breitenbucher said that at that
time IT (then ACS) "installed the
system according to the manufac-
turer's recommendations.
Sometime over the next year,
the manufacturer came out with
new configuration specifications
that included splitting several
processes onto multiple servers." '
Therefore, to reconfigure this,
Scotmail needed to be put on its
own server. The process was com-
pleted three weeks ago when the
IT staff set up two servers, so that
the second would work if the first
developed a problem.
On the Web: www.wooster.eduVoice- , wxv
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elections
amendment also placed limits on
the amount of borrowing and
spending for this program and
authorized state government to get
involved in local programs.
Another heavily debated topic
voted on was Issue 16, the pro-
posed tax levy for the Wayne
County Public Library.
The levy, which proposed renew-
ing a tax at a rate of 1 mill for each
dollar of valuation, was passed by
voters. There were 66.85 percent
(16,470 votes) in favor and 33.15
percent (8,169 votes) against
Wayne voters voted down Issue
14, which proposed an "additional
tax for current expenses at a rate
not exceeding 5"mills for each one
dollar of valuation." The Issue was
defeated by a vote of 49.47 percent
(3,981) in favor and 50.53 percent
(4,067 votes) against.
For more information on the
elections and ballot issues, visit
the Wayne County Board of
Elections website at
http:www.sssnet.comywayne.
Having this step completed,
"the second step was to move the
actual processing of email, to
another server," said
Breitenbucher.
The plan was to first do exten-
sive testing and then implement it.
However, while this was in the
testing phase, Eudora released the
new version 6, which lengthens
the conversation time between the
receiver of the e-m- ail and the
actual server.
Faculty who were using this
new version were waiting longer
to receive their e-m- ails and the
server started to run out of
resources thus slowing and
almost preventing others from
receiving e-m- ail messages. To
solve this problem, IT staff moved
all Eudora users to a new server.
See "E-ma- il " page 2
.,
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Lecture discusses
race, law,
Justin L. Hart
News Editor
Kenyon College Associate
Professor of Sociology and Law
Ric Sheffield gave the final Black
Studies Seminar of the semester,
entitled "Making a Case for 'Mo'
Better Apologies: Race, Remorse,
and Criminal Sentencing," at 1 1
a.m. on Tues., Nov. 4 in Lean
Lecture Room in Wishart Hall.
"I want to talk about apolo-
gies," said Sheffield. "Apologies
are used extremely frequently in
the legal system."
Judges and probation officers
may take signs of remorse as one
among several factors determin-
ing an offender's punishment.
"It's a whole range of things, but
remorse clearly plays a role,"
Sheffield said, referring to the cri-
teria used in these cases.
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remorse
The legal system places such
emphasis on apologizing for sev-
eral reasons. "There is an expecta-
tion of some kind of exchange,"
Sheffield said. He discussed the
notion that apologizing is meant
punish offenders by shaming and
humbling them, as well as helping
to rehabilitate them. "It makes
them more humane," he said. In
spite of this, he brought up sever-
al problems with this emphasis.
"There's no legal definition of
remorse," said Sheffield.
"There are lots of impediments
to showing remorse," he said.
Among these may be the advice of
a defendant's legal counsel, which
presses him or her not to say any-
thing to avoid incrimination
according to the rights in the Fifth
Amendment If the defense is
planning on a not guilty or no con-
s' "Professor, " page 2.
,;e apt,: itc n c ft. s poems
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Ric Sheffield talks about race
Continued from page 1
test plea, then the defendant is
unable to apologize. Similarly, in
several cases the defendant may
be innocent, and thus cannot apol-
ogize sincerely for what he or she
did not do.
The main problem, according
to Sheffield, is that determining
remorse is, in his words, "a high-
ly subjective process, subject to
cultural bias." It is in this bias
that Sheffield claimed the
process touches on race. "It tends
to have an impact on African
Americans," he said. "It shifts
the burden of proof."
"There seem to be cultural
impediments to showing
remorse," said Sheffield. These
include what he called the "status
and currency" among peers and
fellow inmates that a young per-
son may derive from showing dis-
respect to the justice system. In
addition, there is possibly what
Sheffield referred to as "black
rage" against the justice system
and white society.
"Remorse is about perform-
ance," Sheffield said. "There is
nothing in the law saying you
most feel remorse ... you must
show remorse." He explained how
this becomes a problem when
racial and cultural differences
become factors. "Black offenders
tend not to be overly dramatic,"
he said. "Black males put a premi-
um on cool."
Such understated emotional
display can lead to trouble when
an offender is called upon to
express remorse. Sheffield
showed video clips in a power-poi-nt
presentation of several
defendants making apologizing
statements in court, and then dis-
cussed how the defendants may
have appeared unrepentant. "I'm
not suggesting it's not sincere.
2003 family weekend includes a
number ofevents, time for visiting
The 2003 Family Weekend took place from-Friday- , Oct. 31 to
Sunday, Nov. 2, gving students' families a chance to visit the cam-
pus and take part in, several of the events scheduled for the week-
end, . including a campus tour, presentations by the faculty, and
performances by the COW Belles, Merry Kuween of Scots, Don't
Throw Shoes, and the Scot Marching Band amongst others. (Photo
by Nathan Small)
I'm suggesting to you that it's not
a good showing," he said.
Sheffield highlighted several of
what he called "seemingly inap-
propriate behaviors" that defen-
dants trying to appear emotionally
unaffected may exhibit They may
not spontaneously apologize with-
out prompting, and the direct
their apologies to the judge.
"Black offenders appear more
likely to have to be asked," he
said. "They tend not to apologize
to the victim."
Sheffield concluded by stat- -
ing that the legal system's cur-
rent way of eliciting apologies
may possibly help lead to the
disproportionate level of incar-
ceration among African
Americans, a situation he found
disturbing. Nevertheless, he
maintained that this use of
apologies should remain even as
society attempts to deal with
these problems.
2
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Scotmail problems still at
the top of IT's priority list
Continued from page 1.
"It has been difficult to get
users moved to the new server and
the move itself caused the need to
accelerate our time frame on the
reconfiguration of the e-m- ail serv-
er," said Breitenbucher.
Last Fri., Oct. 31, a faster net--
work card and another processor
were installed on the server. This
Sat., Nov. 8, the final steps needed
to reconfigure the servers w,ill be
completed. In order to do this, all
e-m- ail servers will' be down from
1 a.m. to 6 p.m.
"We believe the final steps in
the reconfiguration taken this
weekend will stabilize and correct
the problems we have experi-
enced - recently," said
Breitenbucher.
It is unclear when students will
be able to use mail clients other
than Scotmail. In the past, before
Scotmail was created and until
August, many students have used
Eudora, Outlook Express and
and court
0
Kenyon Associate Prof. Ric Sheffield lectured on the relation between .
race and the use offormal apologies in the law (Photo By Lauren Lipps).
other programs. When the cam-
pus became infected with viruses
in August, all e-m- ail using
SMTP was turned off in all resi-
dential buildings.
"By disabling it,"
Breitenbucher said, "we made
sure viruses couldn't propa-
gate The challenge is, until we
can clear all buildings of comput-
er viruses, turning on SMTP
could cause an overload of email
from any machines still infected."
Students can now help in get-
ting both e-m- ail problems . and
virus problems under control.
All students owning PCs need
to take all measures necessary to
make sure their systems are virus
free and patched. "This is the only
way," said Breitenbucher, "to
make sure their computers will
function properly and they will
not- - hamper others from using
services on campus."
All Resident Assistants now have
virus removal tools arid are in the
process of clearing their buildings of
practices
viruses with these programs. If you
have not used these cleaning utilities
please visit the IT website at
or see your RA or RD.
Breitenbucher said, "It is the
utmost priority for all the IT staff
to resolve these issues and provide
consistent, effective services to
the campus."
SGA
Announcements
- SGA has been - presented
with a proposal to ban smoking
in all residential dorms and
houses on campus.
- Joe Kirk will be attending a
SGA Meeting to discuss future
structure of Safety and Security
and its specific allowances and
responsiblities. Date TBA.
- SGA's next meeting is in
Babcock formal dinning hall on
Nov. 12 at 7:00 p.m. meetings
are open to all students.
Students protest
against Security
Elizabeth Miller
Staff Writer
On the evening of Nov. 1, a group
of students assembled in front of
Lowry Gsnterto protest alleged
actions taken by campus security on
the evening of Fri., Oct 31.
The group had planned the
assembly earlier on Saturday.
Participant Matthew Killion '05
said, "It was planned earlier that day
mostly in regards to security's
actions on Friday. Security has been
especially strict with parties and
took it a step further last Friday shut-
ting down parties that didn't even
have alcohol at them."
"Rather than creating a 'friendly,
warm and inviting' environment
(as it says in their mission state-
ment), they are creating a rift
between themselves and the stu-
dents," said Killion.
Killion stated that no specific stu-
dent group was behind the protest
but that the Student Rights Coalition
(SRC) is going to look into it-Partici- pant
Matthew MacVey '05
said, "Security ended a party at
Greenhouse and called Wooster
police to the party" on Friday night
"This kind of action seems to
indicate that instead of being pri-
marily concerned with safety the
officers have become 'fun police.'
This is a misdirection of energy
and a waste of time," he said.
"What people are hearing is not
factual," Director of Security Joe
Kirk said. "Someone from the
Greenhouse contacted me " on
Monday by e-m- ail. I spent a great
deal of time talking to them."
Kirk said he will be willing to
work with SRC members and oth-
ers to address the issue further
"without hesitation."
Bake sale raises awareness
on worldwide gender issues
Dany George
Chief Staff Writer
During the Wednesday lunch-hou- r,
members of the Women's
Resource Center held a "Pay Equity
Bake Sale" in Lowry Center, tempt-
ing students and faculty members
with a medley of cookies, in an
attempt to educate the campus on
worldwide labor inequalities.
In order to simulate the global
disparity in wage earnings between
men and women, male students
wishing to purchase cookies were
made to pay $ 1 , while women were
charged 73 cents. Tagged to each
package of cookies was an infor-
mational fact regarding worldwide
wage inequality.
"We ' had very positive reac-
tions from people, and some good
dialogue," said Emily Walters, '06,
a member of the Women's
Resource Center who helped sell
dozens of the chocolate chip,
macadamia and sugar cookies
offered in the sale.
"Most people are aware of the
inequalities that exist and would like
to see a change," she said.
One such customer was Stuart
Gura '06, who willingly forked out a
dollar in order to lend his support to
the cause.
"There are unjust situations in the
world and my dollar can only help,"
said Gura.
"This may not give me the expe-
rience of the people who are suffer-
ing but it's a small start, I guess."
On a global average, men earn
nearly 15.7 percent more than
women. The concept of using a
bake sale to demonstrate economic
Ext 2319
Ext 2357
Ext 2371
Ext 2256
Ext 2301
Ext 2208
2003-200- 4 SURVIVOR SUPPORT SYSTEM
A group of faculty and staff who are available to confidentially assist
survivors of, or those who know survivors of sexual assault For
assistance contact
Nancy Anderson
Mary Bader
Heather Fitz Gibbon
Pam Frese
Dianna Kardulias
Carroll Meyer
Longbrake
Kauke 129A
Kauke7
Kauke 8
The Lilly House
Westminster Church
Students may also contact the College counselors at Ext 2319 or a
Campus Minister at Ext 2602. To report an assault contact the Wooster
dry Police at 91 1 (emergencies) or 330-264-33- 33, or Security at Ext 2590.
Wooster Voice
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Emily Wallers '06 (left) works at the
Sale. Amanda McCreight '07 chooses
injustice was suggested to the
Women's Resource Center by the -
Young Women's Day of Action
website, an online initiative which
offers suggestions on how to edu-
cate campus populations to exis-
tent socio-econom- ic inequalities.
In addition to the bake sale, which
raised $50 that will be donated to
Every Woman's House, the
" "Ml !
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Women 's Resource Center Pay Equity Bake
among items (Photo By Pamela Miller).
Women's Resource Center will soon
be launching a Web site that deals
with a variety of social issues rang-
ing from the honor killings in
Jordan, to the recent congressional
ban on partial birth abortions. "As a
group we want to make a point, but
we want to do it in a way that's kind
of fun and easy to understand," said
group member Leah Koontz '05.
Last week, the swiinming article incorrectly quoted Curtis
Wolfe '04. The correct quote was, "The relay meet is normally
not one of our strongest meets." An editor erred. -
Last week, in the Features article "Students celebrate Dia de
los Muertos," the name of Felipe Millan-Calhou- n '06 was mis-
spelled. An editor erred.
As j-vv.J- ism is a human process, there is a constant potential
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Around the Corner
Friday, Nov. 7
Mateer Movie Best in
Show, 7:30 p.m. Admission
is $1.50.
Saturday, Nov. 8
Mateer Movie Best in
Show, 8:30 'p.m.. Admission
is $1.50.
Monday, Nov. 10
A representative from
Harvard Divinity School will
be in Lowry center from 1 1
a.m. to 1 p.m.
Tuesday, Nov. 11
A Marine Corps recruiter
will be in Lowry Center from
11:30 a.m. to 1:30 p.m. -
Wednesday, Nov. 12
A day in. the life of the
ambassadors, Lowry 119,
7 p.m.
Sintich, Karimian take top
honors at card tourney
On Wednesday, Oct. 22,v
Late Night Activities spon- -r
sored a Euchre tournament at
the Underground. The team
of Cyrus Karimian '04 and
Jake Sintich took home the
first place.
Joim Amerkm't 1 Stvdeat Tour Operator
JAMAICA
BAHAMAS
FLORIDA
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Viewpoints
Represents the opinion of the Wooster Voice Editorial Board
Parents' weekend parking woes
Recently the College hosted Family Weekend, a joyous time during
which students and their families get to spend quality time together.
Unfortunately this also highlighted campus parking problems.
Finding a parking space proved an impossible feat With such an influx
of visitors, the normal problems associated with football games were
tripled. Vehicles were parked on lawns, in no-parki- ng zones and any-
where else a car could possibly fit What good is a $150 permit when
Security refuses to tow or ticket illegally parked cars?
Next year, perhaps shuttles could be offered between local hotels and
campus. If parking on lawns is necessary, maybe "the College could
arrange to have yard space allotted for visitors.
Although these vehicles may belong to parents or alumni, what about
the residential student body? Hey families, please remember that people
actually live here and help make next year's Family Weekend less stress-
ful and more enjoyable.
A deeper look into security issues
When examing the motivations behind the possible decision by our
college to arm our Security guards with guns in future years there are a
few other factors we must keep in mind. We cannot view this situation as
a matter of simply placing a gun into the hands of Security. If Security
was to receive guns, the College would have to re-wr- ite most of its pro-
cedure guidelines for security. Numerous new regulations would have to
be created; and it will also be necessary that these changes be made clear
to the student body. Full-fledg- ed police officers are given far less freedom
in their ability to investigate student rooms than a private Security force.
We must also keep in mind that if the College were to become its own
police precinct, there would be the problem of readjusting the salaries of
the officers. There would also be the question of properly appreciating
the many new government benefits that would now be avclle to
Security. This could lead to a number of possible changes in the College's
monetary management and policies. All we are saying with tL;s is that it
is important that we try to view this potential change within our Security
force with the upmost scrutiny.
Wx)STERVblCE
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Could guns be permissible?
To the editors.
When I first read the front-pag-e
article in last week's Voice on our
security force becoming a police
precinct, I had the same response
many of you probably had: "I
don't want our security to have
the right to carry guns and arrest
students that's the last thing
this campus needs." This response
mostly stemmed from the-fa- ct that
I was a victim of a Security
"police officer" at Wittenberg
University last year However, I
still decided to do a little research'
on this topic.
Most if not all of our Security
officers are policemen and
women, and some are even
Wooster P.D. The lack of full-tim- e
police job openings in the
surrounding Wooster area has left
many of our Security with only
part-tim- e jobs in the police force.
In order for our Security to pay
the bills and feed their families
they must take a second job as a
Security officer here at the
College. I spoke to one Security
Security changes not a prank
To the editors,
Yes, the date is the giveaway to
the secret The October 31, 2003,
Vol. CXX, No. 9 issue of 77k?
Wooster Voice carried front page,
top of the fold, side-b- y --side articles
that could not be more dramatically
presented. Halloween is precisely
the time to print the portent of such
diabolical comings to the campus.
Michael Moore attained internation-
al fame by producing the documen-
tary, "Bowling for Columbine".
He decried the U.S. obsession with
guns and the compulsive need to
commit murder with them, contribut-
ing to the radically disproportionately
high number of violent deaths in the
USA. In an equally bold faced article
right next to the Moore piece by Eliza
Cramer is Danny George's article on
the possibility of College Security
carrying firearms. Could there be a
more blatant juxtaposition of oppos-
ing views?
My first thought was this ques-
tion: "If the 'Bobbies' patrolling the
London streets do not feel the need
to carry firearms then why would
security guards on the campus of
Editors: Matthew Foulds Nathan Small
officer and he told me most
weeks he has to work seven days,
which has left him exhausted and
missing his children.
So the question remains, why
don't the security officers just
take full time jobs here at the
College (the pay rate is enough to
'pay the bills')? The problem
with that is after a person goes
through the police academy and
becomes a certified police officer,
they must keep a job as a police
officer, this is called commission,
in order to stay certified. If a per-
son loses his or her certification
they must go through the entire
academy again if they want to re-beco- me
a police officer.
I talked to many of the Security
force and all of them are in favor
of turning our security office into
a police precinct. But could they
have a hidden agenda? Do they
really just want to pistol whip stu-
dents and lock us all up in the
detox tank? Well I've been here
for a few years now, and those of
you that have been here with me
The College of Wooster feel the
need to carry firearms?" The notion
was so ludicrous that I knew no one
in the administration would serious-
ly consider such a proposal.
Yes, I did have a parent ask me
about such a plan during 'Family
Weekend. He was beating his feet
across the hardwood floors of the
Ebert Art Center, toward the
President of the College for a little
clarification and I wanted to shout to
Stan to duck for cover, but, alas, I
was too late. I did not see any dust
fly or hear any explosions of
weapons so they must have come to
a more amicable resolution to the
question. Of course, I wondered
how many parents like that one
would want to send their daughter or
son to a campus where the security
office thought the student body was
of such character that their child,
studying in their midst, would be put
in harm's way.
' Then I remembered that we are
just beginning squirrel season and
the trees do seem somewhat over
populated with those little black and
gray, oversized rat-looki- ng critters
--if"1" 4
will agree with me when I say that
security now is much more fair
and understanding. Do you
remember the old security force
that was biased, angry, and
overzealous? I do. But then came
the new Security force last year
and either they or the school sud-- .
denly understood what their job
actually was: to keep us secure,
not to try to bust us all. So I
--believe if "our security" becomes
"our police force" that nothing
will change. Students vton't be
arrested for minor offenses like
drinking, and Security won't pull
their guns out on us to enforce the
rules. The only difference will be
our security will be able to go
home occasionally and see their
family, and the occasional weirdo
outsider that tries to grab a female
student or flashes himself in the
basement of the library will be
handled by people here to protect
us, not by the Wooster police that
seem to not like us.
Aaron Vannucci '04
we call squirrels. Perhaps they are
the cause of concern. Years ago I
was a dam good shot with a Smith
and Wesson and a Colt Come to
think of it, I was also a dam good
shot with a Winchester Rifle. I was a
boy then.
That kind of need for power and
security for which a gun seemingly
provides a salve must be attended
and relieved. The social issues of the
College community that might lend
themselves to threatening situations
need to be addressed. Thinking that
firearms will solve either of these
two situations is a drastic mistake.
Children look to guns. Mature
women and men pursue other means
of conflict resolution. That is why I
would like to think my friend Danny '
is playing a Halloween prank on all
of us. The prospect of seeing armed
police officers on the campus as a
routine seems too preposterous.
But your article wasn't a joke,
Danny. It was a solid story that foil:
wed all the facts to their ill-logi- cal
conclusion - guns on our liberal arts
campus. No joke.
rThe Rev. Dr. Carroll C. Meyer
.
Plague of fear hits
national monuments
Over fall break, my mother
and I drove to Boston, Mass., so
I could do research for my I.S.
After two long days of walking
around the city and looking at
all the historical Revolutionary
war sites, we ended our trek at
.,,.
"won the Bunker
H i 1 1
Monument.
Having time
to spare my
mother
gested
elizacramer visit the
U . S . S .
Constitution battleship located
in the Boston Harbor.lt looked
interesting, so we waited in the
line to board the boat. We stood
in the line for a while, wonder-
ing why the line was so long and
why it wasn't moving.
Then we realized that we were
heading into a building to be
scanned, screened and searched.
It was almost like the security
measures taken at the airport.
Once we got to the front of the
line, we were ordered to place
all metal objects into a contain-
er and for some reason to take
off our belts. Several naval offi-
cers searched through --all
tourists' bags, removing each
item and placing it out on the
table for everyone in the line to
see. Personally, after taking off
some of my clothing and having
my belongings strewn all over"
the counter, I felt that my per-
sonal property and rights had
been violated.
This a tourist attraction, a
ship that had lasted through sev-
eral American wars, has been
considered one of the greatest
ships of the early American
fleets. It has been docked for
years as a place for tourists to
visit. So why now, do visitors
have to be strip searched in
order to see a landmark of their
national heritage?
This was about the third time
this has happened to me in the
two years following the Sept. 1 1
attacks. I think that it brings up a
very fundamental problem in the
way that our country is dealing
with its fear of terrorism since
that time, fiot to quote Michael
Moore, but we have created a
country that lives in fear. We are
afraid that terrorists are every-
where and can attack us at any
time. Yes, this may be true, but I
personally cannot live my life in
fear, and no one in this country
should be made to feel so.
Our country is contributing to
this fear with the shutting down
of national monuments andor
making its citizens be searched
in order to see these monuments.
When my friend and I traveled
to Philadelphia in the summer of
2002, we were absolutely
appalled when we visited
Independence Hall. Not only
were we searched in the same
way that we were on the U.S.S.
Constitution, but armed guards
stood around the barricade that
prevented anyone from passing.
These weren't just guards with
small revolvers. No, these guns
were full-size- d weaponry that
our military would use in com-
bat situations. Is Independence
Hall the birthplace of our
country really a combat zone?
I, as an American Citizen, was
scared to walk around an area
that is supposed to symbolize
American freedom.
I am not frightened by planes
bombing me or Suddam Hussein
sending nuclear weapons here,
but I am afraid when my own'
countrymen carry weapons to
guard an American national
monument and tourist attraction.
If Osama Bin Laden and Al
Qaeda aimed to scare the United
States with thejr attacks on Sept.
1 1 , they sure did their job
our country now lives in fear.
Our country is making its citi-
zens feel unsafe and violated. In
order to see symbols of
American freedom we must take
off our shoes, belts and jewelry
and subject all of our personal
belongings to a search quite
hypocritical to the high ideals
of freedom on which our country
was founded.
Cramer is co-Edit- or in Chief for
the Voice. She can be reached for
comment at ECramerwooster.edu
and extension 5918.
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International week promotes
increased campus solidarity
In a post-Se- pt 1 1 world, the cel-
ebration of International Week,
which portrays international stu-
dents in a positive light, has
become very important.
International Week was imple-
mented with the aim of creating
multi-cultur- al festivities that
would raise awareness to the
entire campus about the interna-
tional students, and their culture.
In my three-ye- ar stay at the
College, this annual tradition has
been successful and taken differ-
ent dimensions every year.
However each year, International
Week has had one thing in com-
mon: fulfilling its role as a bridge
in the Wooster Community.
Students are always passionate
to create understanding among
international students and the
entire campus, and therefore the
Office of International Students
Affairs (OISA) spearheads the
event by dealing with the logistics
and advertisements; the students
get on board and work tirelessly to
get a diverse group of people
involved in the week's activities.
Rehearsals take place around
the clock as preparations for ven-
ues and fundraising from other
organizations and departments are
carried out tirelessly.
As the week
draws closer,n there is alwayssome amount
.i of anxiety
about whether
people will
christabeldadzie show up to the
events or not,
but in the past three years
International Week has been suc-
cessful in both numbers and per-
sonal satisfaction.
The beauty of this Week is that
it manages to draw participants
from all areas of the Wooster com-
munity. It not only brings students
together, but faculty, staff, alumni
and host families from the city of
Wooster have taken part in an
amazing array of educational and
social events.
The Cultural Display and
International Bazaar have usually
been the highlights of the Week's
events. I believe that International
Week is particularly important in
creating positive sentiments
amongst members of the Wooster
community because it is just a
wonderful feeling When you see
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Americans, Asians, Europeans
and Africans hold hands together
as they sing and perform dances
from various countries.
I believe that if the unity that is
seen on the stage during
International Week is encouraged
in this country and throughout the
world, global peace would not be '.
such a huge issue, but rather a
matter of course.
. Dadzie is a columnist for the
Voice. She is Presdent of UJAMAA,
and can be reached at
CDadziewooster.edu.
Editorial Policy
The Voice encourages all
letters to the editors. Letters
must include a telephone
number, and they must be
received by 5p.m. on Monday
for Friday . publication.
Electronic submissions via e-m- ail
are encouraged
(vviceyvooster.edu). The
staffasks that letters be limit-
ed to 500 words. Some letters
may not be printed. The Voice
reserves the right to hold and
grammatically proof any let-
ter which it receives.
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Student takes part in Dinner gives taste of Africa
Washington protest
Roger Gilson
Staff Writer
I took the Greyhound Bus to
Washington on Oct. 25 to attend an
anti-w- ar protest organized by the
ANSWER Coalition (Act Now to
Stop War and End Racism). This
was the fourth major protest organ-
ized by the ANSWER Coalition to
protest the current Iraqi war and
occupation. ANSWER was created
in the months leading up to the con-
flict as an umbrella group of exist-
ing anti-w- ar organizations, most
prominently Amnesty International,
the Muslim Student Association of
the United StatesCanada and the
Free Palestine Alliance.
The marchers met at the base of
the Washington Monument, where
activists spoke against the war and
other adjacent issues. The speakers
included Presidential candidate Al
Sharpton, former US Attorney
General Ramsey Clark and
Fernando Suarez, the father of a
Marine who was killed last March
in Iraq.
Although the" speakers focused
on the Iraqi occupation, the
marchers themselves consisted of a
cacophony of left-win- g special
interest groups vying for banner
space. They were opposed to
Bush's deployment of troops in the
Philippians to fight terrorism,
Bush's rejection of the Kyoto treaty,
and Bush's execution of mentally
challenged prisoners in Texas. The
entire event could be summed up as
an "I Hate Bush" rally.
As the marches began proceeding
from the monument to their track
around the White House, one of the
most interesting protest groups
emerged. I first saw them when they
began chucking eggs at a local
MacDonald's, yelling about how it
promoted "wage slavery." These
were the anarchists, a group of
youths who drew their inspiration
from the anti-capital- ist protesters
that were in involved in the 1999
"Battle for Seattle" riots. After the
official march ended, they came
into conflict with the police when
they refused to disperse. Police
attempted to "herd" the anarchist
into Washington Monument Park
by whizzing around the group in
motorcycles. The motorcycles came
so close that they actually caught
my elbow and dragged me for sev-
eral feet before I could twist free.
The anarchists wove in and out of
the various police blockades along
the street When some of the anar-
chists shoved aside a wooden traffic
barrier, the police struck, yelling
while shoving anarchists to the
ground. One officer leapt off his
bicycle, picked it up, and proceeded I
to rut a group of anarchists with it
Conflict continued to arise
between the anarchists and the
police. When a small group of the
anarchists leapt over a fence into a
public park, more then 35 police
cruisers rushed to surround the
group of about 30 protesters. As the
cruisers charged over the park's
lawn, scattering joggers and pic-
nickers, the anarchists defiandy sat
down in a circle, and began to irrev-
erently play "Duck, Duck, Goose."
No one was arrested or hospital-
ized in these run-in- s, and the rest
of the march was peaceful.
ANSWER estimated the turn-o- ut
at 100,000, while the DC police
unofficially put the number at
50,000 and the New York Tunes
suggested a number of 10,000.
The turnout was probably some-
where between 40- - and 50,000.
Unfortunately, the protest was
largely a failure. The point of such
events is to. spread awareness of
the issues involved to people who
would normally not attend these
events. This is accomplished
through interaction and disruption
of local institutions, and media
coverage. Police intervention
largely stopped the former. Media
coverage was very light, with lim-
ited coverage in the New York
Times and The Washington Post
However, future ANSWER
protests are planned, and the atten-
dances of these events is sure to
grow as the opposition to the Iraqi
occupation grows and solidifies.
Nathan Small
Viewpoints Editor
The connection between cook-
ing and kinship was on display
Oct. 25 at the third annual UJA-MA- A
Africa dinner.
Family gatherings tend to
alight around food. Traditions '
focused around one invariably
revolve around the other; the tra-
ditional feast at Christmas being
one example.
UJAMAA co-presid- ent
Christabel Dadzie '04 said the
event is held, "...to build com-
munity among UJAMAA mem-
bers. ..it is like a family, when we
cook together."
The night before, UJAMAA
students begin preparing the cui
sine for Saturday night: kebobs,
fried plantains, jollof rice, jerk
chicken and various other deli-
cacies fit to make a king cry
with craving.
I appeared at the dinner by
happenstance, learning of its
existence and $5 per plate cost
only 20 minutes before the
scheduled start.
Eyes sparkling, fellow dinner
attendees Emily Cunningham '07
and Elisabeth Stoeve'07 recount-
ed a story similar to mine.
"I was talking to Theo from
Ghana online, and he asked if
we had eaten yet," Stoeve said.
"Since Emily and I hadn't gone to
dinner yet, we thought it sounded
good. We didn't know that it was
an announced dinner we thought
it was just for Africans."
When I arrived empty chairs
abounded, but the smells coming
from the kitchen were too entic-
ing to sit so I shouldered my
camera and slipped in through
the back to get a look at just what
all that 'family cooking busi-
ness' was all about.
Steam swept up from a huge
pot of rice, twisting around the
counter as I heard laughter peel
forth the corner.
Happy doesn't exactly describe
those who were engaged in last
minute cooking and arranging;
some were exhausted, some were
frustrated, some were busy ban-
tering while others worked.
I began taking pictures, but my
stay was shortened as they readied
to start serving food.
Still unwilling to sit down, I
observed two UJAMAA mem-
bers in the act of stealing
shishkebobs; they laughed when
they saw me then left when they
saw the camera.
Heroically resisting my own
impulses to sneak a shishke-bo- b
or pilfer a plantain I stole
from the kitchen toward the
tables, now all but bereft of
empty seats.
The food line snaked along
one square side of the auditori- -
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UJAMAA students work to prepare a traditional African dinner. The din-
nerfeatured an array offoods, such as kebobs, fried plantains, jollof rice
andjerk chicken. (Photo by Nathan Small.)
um. Having positioned myself
favorably, I stood near its head,
staring down tables cluttered
with twenty-fou- r hour's worth
of cooking.
Dadzie said the amount of time
required to cook was the reason
the event was not advertised
around school; for those who did-
n't attend, UJAMAA hosts anoth-
er Africa dinner in the spring,
open to the entire campus.
Dadzie, who started the UJA-
MAA dinner two years ago, said,
"The only thing that went wrong
was we had to charge people this
year (due to lack of funding)."
Talking to UJAMAA member
Alexandra Boateng '06 later, I
learned more about how the
strong sense of community is
really what UJAMAA's dinner is
all about.
"I had a large family back
home, and the Africa dinner
reminded me so much of cooking
at home," Boateng said. "You
see, in Africa we rely more on
extended family than we do here,
and that is how we are at UJA-
MAA, especially when we come
together to cook."
Community and family are
also hallmarks of Internationa!
Week, which is currently slated
for Nov. 7-1- 4.
Fresh from the fragrant, spicy
conversation (not to mention
food) of UJAMAA's dinner, I'm
tr t- -
eagerly anticipating International
Cooking Class slated for Sunday
Nov. 9.
It will feature menus from
Jamaica, Ghana, Brazil, and
Pakistan, in Mackey Hall on 353
East Pine Street. More informa-
tion on International Week can be
found through Wooster news at:
www.wooster.edunewsnews
Ultimately, 'whether we're
from Norway, Ghana, Jamaica,
or India or ordinary Ohio, fam-
ily and community hold their
place in our hearts.
The opportunity to come
together over food imbued with
laughter, love and character
through the cooking of fellow
students provides a strong basis
for that community and family
experience on campus.
Sarah Horse
Staff Writer
Diwali was celebrated
Saturday, Nov. 1, at 6 p.m.
Beautifully decorated with col-
ored streamers, Mackey Hall
was filled with college students
and Indian families from the
Wooster community. Everyone
was anxiously awaiting the food
and music.
Diwali is the Indian festival of
lights that began many centuries
ago when a great Indian mytho-
logical character, Rama, was sen-
tenced to 14 years exile into the
forest with his beautiful wife Sita
and the two were accompanied
by Rama's brother, Laxmana.
Towards the end of the 14
years of adventure, Sita was kid-
napped by an evil king, Ravana.
Rama gathered an army and
slayed Ravana to rescue Sita. On
his return to his kingdom
Ayodhya, people celebrated with
fire crackers and lit little lamps
called "diyas." This gave birth to
the festival of lights which is
now known as Diwali, celebrated
annually to honor the memory of
Rama and his achievements. In
many parts of India, Diwali also
brings in the New Year.
The evening began with a
prayer and was followed with
Varun Gupta '05, President of the South
Asia Committee, dances at the new year
celebration. (Photo by Sajal Sthapip)
many song and dance perform-
ances by students and families.
Wooster students later sang
India's national anthem, while
everyone enjoyed the appetizers
including samosa, papadum, and
pakora. South Asian Committee
President Varun Gupta '06 pre-
sented a slide show of various
places and people that he had
taken during his time at
home. An altar was brightly
decorated in the corner
where small idols of Ind'an
gods and offerings were
laid out, where many
prayed and received cere-
monial blessings.
Following the entertain-
ment delicious Indian food
that had been catered from
Saffron Patch in Shaker
Heights was served.
The buffet included tan-doo- ri
chicken, rice, dal, alio
vindallo, chutney, desserts,
and several other options.
Once everyone had eaten
the fun began once again.
Chairs were pulled back
and the dancing started. A
large circle was formed as
children, students, and adults
alike danced in the middle.
Indian traditional skirts and kur-ta- s
flowed as everyone enjoyed
their New Year.
can be.
Brenda Ziegler is a dog owner
who particpates in the therapy
dog program.
Ziegler, like all the other
owners involved, volunteers
her time.
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Therapy dogs provide stress relieffor students
Dave Kozak
Staff Writer
Despite many people being
unaware of the therapy dog pro-
gram here on campus, many stu-
dents can be found taking advan-
tage of our canine visitors during
their regularly scheduled visits
to Lowry.
At last year's Health Fair
sponsered by the Longbrake
Student Wellness Center, stu-
dents had the opportunity to
learn about the program.
The. reactions to the dogs
were so overwhelmingly posi-
tive that the program was
brought to the College.
. Nancy Anderson, director of
the Wellness Center, is the head
of the program.
Just as she was involved in the
Tai Chi program last year and the
addition of massage therapists to
the Wellness Center, Anderson
sees therapy dogs as another way
of relieving stress.
"I support anything that gives
us better tools to deal with the
stressors in our lives," she said.
Many or us
need to be better
in tune to what
our bodies are
telling us, which
is that we're
stressed out."
Therapy dogs
are used for a
wealth of rea-
sons. Teaching
dog bite pre-
vention, pro-
moting respon-
sible pet owner-
ship and simply,
providing com-
panionship to
those who need. -
it are among the duties of ther-
apy dogs.
Not only do the'dogs and their
owners visit the College, but
they also attend to nursing
homes and other places as well.
For students who are forced to
leave their pets at home, meeting
- 6,,
Alice McBee '04 and Erin Hayes '04 take a break from work to visit with
the campus therapy dogs. (Photo by Nathan Small)
with the therapy dogs can be
quite useful.
Since pets are not permitted on
campus, this allows students to
Biwali Indian festival of lights
have a means of experiencing a
little bit of the companionship a
pet can provide.
There have also been students
calming and
who have met
with the dogs
in order to
overcome a
fear of dogs
that might
have been a
result of a
traumatic,
event earlier
in life.
Because
the dogs are
required to be
friendly
sociable crea
tures, they
are ideal for
teaching how
comforting dogs
any financial support from the
College.
"I like to think of it as a cheap
buzz," Ziegler said. "The dogs
are an alternative medicine that
seem to' brighten the day of
everyone who stops by."
Ziegler and her dog Smeke
have been volunteering since
January after a year of exten-
sive training.
To be a therapy dog, it is
required that each dog must
have 12 basic skills such as
being calm around wheelchairs
and screaming children, obeying
commands and sitting politely
for petting.
All therapy dogs, therefore,
must be patient, accepting and
friendly animals. So next time
you see a group of dogs in
Lowry, know that they are there
for you to pet and pamper.
The dogs are scheduled to
visit every other Monday from
11:30 a.m. to 1 p.m. and every
other Thursday from 5 p.m. to
6:30 p.m. TfTe dogs are typical-
ly located in either the lobby or
outside the main doors of the
This program operates without Lowry Center.
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presents
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Monday, November 17, 2003
6:00 - 8:00 p.m.
: Kent Student Center, Room 306
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Arts & Entertainment
Upcoming
Concerts
LeTigre
1116
Beachland Ballroom &
Tavern .
Cleveland, Ohio
My Hotel Year
1118
Lime Spider
Akron, Ohio
Brian Straw
1119
Lime Spider
Akron, Ohio
Earth, Wind & Fire
1120
Gund Arena
Cleveland, Ohio
Staind
1122
A. J. Palumbo Center
Pittsburgh, Perm.
Planes Mistaken for Stars
1123
Little Brother's
Columbus, Ohio
The Rapture
1124
Little Brother's
Columbus, Ohio
Rusted Root
1125
Odeon Concert Club
Cleveland, Ohio
Melissa Manchester
1125
Palace Theatre
Columbus, Ohio
The White Stripes with
Whirlwind Heat
1126
A.J. Palumbo Center
Pittsburgh, Penn.
Pete Yorn
1127
Club Laga
Pittsburgh, Penn.
- compiled from
www.pollstar.com
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Editors: Kara Barney Elizabeth Weiss
Decades of dreaming, eyes wide open
With the hope of discovering
just what a wide variety of
interests are held by professors
here at the College, the Arts &
Entertainment editors have
invited professors to write
about their favorite books,
movies or albums. This week,
we would like to thank
Professor of Physics John
Lindner, for his contribution.
Dr. Lindner is the chair of
the physics department. He has
been teaching at the College
since 1988. He received his
, undergraduate degree in
physics from the University of
Vermont, and his Ph.D. from
the California Institute of
Technology. This semester. Dr.
Lindner is teaching
"Nonlinear Dynamics" and
"Modern Physics."
1968. White Plains, New York.
My mother takes me to a matinee
of "200 1 : A Space Odyssey." The
theater seats thousands and the
movie plays continuously all day
without commercials or trailers.
A uniformed usher with a flash-
light seats us. I stare wide-eye- d,
mesmerized by the images and
sounds. I ask my mother what the
ending means. She says, "Maybe
a baby will one day reach
Jupiter." The following year, I
watch spellbound as the first
astronauts walk on the moon.
1975. Middlebury, Vermont.
My high school busses us one
hour to a mall cinema in .
Burlington to see a re-rele- ase of
"2001." I've read Clarke's poet-
ic novel many times. The new
poster features the Star Child,
not the space station. Some of
the kids get bored. One next to
me says, "I hate this music." I
tell him it's the "Blue Danube
Waltz" by Johann Strauss. After
we return, I sit in the library pre-
tending to read, lost in reverie.
The experience of the movie
reverberates
in my mind,
and waking
life seems
mundane by
comparison.
1981. I'm
an undergrad-
uate at the
University of
Vermont. It's
a weekend
evening, and
"2001" isbeing
screened in
t h e
Chemistry
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John Lindner, professor of physics,
lauds Stanley Kubricks 1968 film
"2001: A Space Odyssey." (Photo cour-
tesy ofphysics faculty website)
lecture hall, projected on the wall
above the chalkboards. Although
it's one of only about twenty fea-
ture films ever photographed in
70-m- m, tonight we watch a 16-m- m
print. I sit near a couple of
fellow film students, one of whom
gasps when the man-ap- e tosses a
bone club up in the air, and it falls
down a nuclear warhead in orbit
millions of years later
Kubrick's transcendent match cut.
1986. I'm a Caltech graduate
student. "2001" is being simul-
cast on TV and radio. The TV is
in the lounge and someone has
dragged large stereo speakers into
the hallway. I listen to the film
while working in my room. It's an
extraordinary soundtrack, mostly
wordless. A long sequence of
electronic sounds followed by
many minutes of heavy breathing
underscore the confrontation
between Hal and Bowman. I visit
the lounge as the space station
and Earth waltz to the strains of
the "Blue Danube." In quiet
amazement,
someone
whispers,
"Whenever
you hear this
music, you
think of this
scene."
1993. I'm a
professor at
The College
of Wooster. I
show my FYS
"2001" onlaservideodisc.
It's better
than video
tape, except I need to flip the
discs every half hour. I enhance
the sound with my home stereo.
Someone claims to see the thread
suspending the floating pen
onboard the space shuttle. I
smile. There is no thread:
Kubrick glued the pen to a glass
plate in front of the camera (in the
days before CGI). We've already
rJIPl
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read the novel, so I don't expect
anyone to get frustrated, but I do
expect someone to get bored. A
couple students later confide that
it was a revelatory and trans-
forming experience. It is in fact a
sacred film for a secular age.
Christmas, 2001. I fly to L.A.
The famous Egyptian Theater on
Hollywood boulevard is showing
2001 in a new 70-m- m print with
a digital soundtrack. I spend an
hour walking around the down-
town construction site of Gehry's
fantastic, twenty-fir- st century
Disney Concert Hall and then
take the subway to Hollywood.
The poster has the tag line, "The
future is now." The detail in the
70-m- m images is amazing. With
film, so much more is possible
than is normally imagined, let
alone realized. Great film, like
no other medium, can transfix
and transform us. It can sweep us
away, ifcan make us dream, eyes
wide open.
Faculty members interested in
contributing to this series should
contact Kara Barney at kbar-neywooster.e- du
or Elizabeth
Weiss at eweisswooster.edu.
We are looking forward to hear-
ing from you. '
Ac '
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Chaz Fischer
Assistant Features editor
Sofia Coppola wrote and
directed "Lost in Translation," a
movie that is so adroitly crafted
and unique that her young film
career shows extraordinary
potential. It does not take long
when watching "Lost In
Translation" to realize the film is
special. The sense of dislocation
felt by the two main characters,
Bob (Bill Murray) and Charlotte
(Scarlett Johansson), is cinemati-call- y
expressed as Coppola iso-
lates them early on in the film
only alluding to the relationship
that will develop later on.
Bob is an actor from America
who is shooting a whiskey com-
mercial in Tokyo. The viewer
gets a sense' that he is clearly out
of his prime as he approached by
a couple of Americans in a bar
and asked about his career as a '
70s action star. Their dialogue
shows that Bob really is not
enthusiastic about the path his
career has taken. He is equally
dissatisfied with being stuck in
Japan, but his agent persuades
him to stay. Bob has a wife and --
children waiting for him at
The bonny Scots
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Movie Review the scene.
Murray shines in "Translation"
'
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"Lost in Translation" (Photo courtesy ofFocus Features)
home, and he is constantly
reminded of his commitments
throughout the film. However he
never questions his family com-
mitment. This adds another
element of complication to his
relationship with Charlotte and
to the film as a whole.
Charlotte has recently gradu-
ated from college and is traveling
in Japan with her husband, a pho-
tographer for a music label. She
is depicted as somewhat unhappy
and vulnerable. At one point in
perforin in plaid
frC -
Mike Schmitz, football coach for the Fighting Scots, conducts the
Scot Marching Band during their Nov. 2 concert in McGaw Chapel.
Schmitz conducted "Black and Gold. " Wooster 's fight song, as part
of the annual fall concert. TJie band, in full regalia, played high-
lights from the bands Iialftime repertoire, as well as traditional
Scottish tunes. (Photo by Annie Kissling) - ' " . '
the film, she calls a friend sob-
bing, questioning whether she
married the right person. But she
does not seem to dislike her hus-
band, and he is not presented as a
despicable person. It parallels
Bob's relationship, with the
exception that Bob has been mar-
ried for almost two decades.
Coppola succeeds in expressing
the depth of the two main charac-- ;
ters. In fact, what is amazing
about the film is that Bob and
Charlotte are both in complex sit-
uations to which the audience can
easily relate. Coppola does not
create a romantic relationship
based on anything physical, or
for that matter, on anything
rehashed from other romantic
comedies. These are two married
people who are separated by an
almost 30-ye- ar age difference.
They do not seem ready to admit
the intimacy that develops
between them as they spend time
with each other.
"Lost in Translation" never
takes the expected course. The
relationship between Bob and
-- Charlotte intensifies throughout
the film, building anticipation to
what will come of the romance
that has developed. The ending
really does not give a complete
answer. But why should it? It is
incredibly satisfying to see a film
that leaves those questions in the
air, and this film in particular
does it in a way that is artful
and appropriate.
Reality TV
On Monday night, I became
the latest victim of prime-tim- e
reality television. While
I'm not a complete reality TV
virgin I mean, I have seen
just about every episode of
MTV's "Real World" since
Season One: New York City I
can proudly say that I haven't
seen a single episode of
"Survivor" and that the only rea-
son I watched an episode of
"The Bachelor" is because I was
sick with the flu and didn't have
enough energy to change the
channel. But on Monday, of my
own accord and under no
sure from outside sources, I put
down my I.S. books and turned
on the TV to watch the first
episode of NBC's newest reality
show "Average Joe."
In "Average Joe," Melana, "a
former NFL cheerleader and
beauty queen looking to fall in
love with the perfect guy" is
forced to choose a mate from
among a group of men, each of
whom is, as the name of the
show suggests, simply an
average Joe. At the begin- -'
ning of the show, Melana
is led to believe she will be
wined and dined by a group
of tall, dark and handsome
men. Instead, Melana
must pick a romantic interest
out of a group of 16 nice,,
normal guys. Some of them
are short and bald and others
of them are tall and quite
hairy, but all of them actual-
ly have real jobs, like Marc,
the software manager, or
Dennis L., the accountant.
As I was watching (and yes,
thoroughly enjoying) "Average
Joe," I started to think ' "
Why do we watch reality
TV? What is it about reality
TV that appeals to us? Do
we watch because we lead
sad, miserable, unfulfilling
lives? No, in fact, I think
it is quite the opposite. I think
we watch reality TV precisely
because we lead such busy, pro-
ductive and exhausting lives.
We go to class every day, com-
plete our homework and
0
doesn't bite
research and write I.S. We vol-
unteer, we take part in extracur-
ricular activities, and we have
jobs for which we get paid $5.25
an hour. And sometimes, we just
need a break.
Because the thing is, reality
TV is actually about as far from
reality as you can get. Yeah, I'm
sure Melana
looks that
- good when ( .
she wakes up : i
in the morn-
ing and that
she always
runs in slow karabarney
motion when ! ' '
she's on the beach in a bathing
suit, just as I'm sure that six
friends can afford fabulous
clothes and huge apartments in
New York City, when they
spend their days hanging out
at a coffee shop. And do I
really care who Melana chooses
for a mate? Only as much as I
care that Ross and Rachel end
up together. Reality TV
shows, like most of the shows
on primetime, provide a much-neede- d
escape from, well, reality.
Sometimes we just need to sit on
the couch and not think for an
entire hour.
Sometimes, reality TV does go
too far. Take ABC's "Extreme
Makeover," for example. On the
show, women and men undergo
such extensive plastic surgery
that they are barely recognizable.
And does anyone really enjoy
watching people drinking sour
milk and getting buried alive in a
coffin full of snakes on NBC's
"Fear Factor"?
For the most part, though, real-
ity TV is basically harmless.
Your sex life may suffer, if you
believe what Michael Moore has
to say about reality TV, but I
doubt it. So go ahead put
down those books, turn off
that computer, and spend an
hour watching "Average Joe."
You can bet that's what I'll
be doing next Monday night.
After all, reality TV is one
guilty pleasure that you
shouldn't feel guilty about.
Sports
Sports Boxers ,
Parents' Weekend
College is about telling funny
stories and last weekend was no
different Now I am going to share
my day with everyone, because for
one it was funny, and two, I have
nothing else to write about.
r 3
erikshipe
12:30 p.m.-Aft- er
some
good food and
a few beers, I
head over to
the football
stadium with
my dad and
brother. We
take our seats beside the other guys
in my house and their families.
1 :03-- Four plays into the football
game and my dad has already start-
ed to snore. I feel bad because he
works fourteen-ho- ur days during
the week and Saturdays are always
spent taking a nap on the couch
while watching football on televi-
sion. I poked him in the belly and
asked him if he was ok, but he just
nodded and told me that he was
watching the game and not to
worry. I heard the first quarter was
exciting, but for me it was spent
keeping my dad from falling for-
ward onto the guy in the row in
front of us.
2: 15 - The first half was the
longest half of football I have ever
sat through. My little brother and I
could not help but laugh as we take
my dad to the car and say our
good-bye- s. Even though he could
not stay awake, my dad tells me
how much fun he had, and for me
that was worth not being able to
watch the football game. I go inside
to watch college football on TV, but
of course, our cable is still not on
(note: our house did not have cable
from Friday morning until Monday
late afternoon).
5:00 -- 1 get ready to leave for
Mount Union because my little sis-
ter is a junior there and she is hav-
ing a Halloween party at her house.
As much fun as I have "here on
Saturday nights, hot women and
free drinks somehow persuade me
to leave.
7:30 - Two of my housemates
and I show up at Mount ready to
start partying. We walk into my
sister's house and there are ten
girls and five boys inside. In three
and a half years at Wooster, I
have never been to a party with
that ratio before.
8:00 - Everyone is having a good
time w hen a distinguished aroma
erupted onto the scene. I realized at
once that the smell was a fart and
that one of my buddies was the
culprit Everyone looked at me and
as bad as I felt ratting my friend
out there were way too many good
looking girls for me to take credit
for something I did not do.
10:15- - Virginia Tech is beating
Miami 31-- 0 and I am kicking
myself in the ass because I picked
Va Tech and then switched to
Miami at the last minute because
of the West Virginia butt whoopin'.
12:45 - Mount Union football
players begin to show up at the
party. One of the Alphas of the
group begins to pick a fight with
my high school senior brother.
Rather than watch this ape pound
away on my little bro, I step in to
see wj the problem is. A small
scuffle breaks out and the next
thing I know twenty football
players are standing in front of
me ready to kick my ass. Of
course a few of the guys realized
I was from Wooster because I
had a brain and was not on
steroids. After twenty minutes
of trying to sort everything out
without fighting, I realized that
it was a lost cause. Five-lett- er
words were too big for them to
comprehend so I left with my
face still in its rightful place.
By Erik "JV was the farter" Snipe
Where do they find these people?
"If at first you don't succeed-- So
much for skydiving."
--Henry Youngman
The Fighting
team stunned
Saturday,
defeating the
Little Giants
23-- 7. Wooster
and Wabash
had previously
met seven
times on the
football field,
but the Scots
had never man-
aged to defeat
the Little
Giants until
this year's
game.
This season,
the Scots are
renowned in
Division III
football for
their offensive
prowess, but
the defense
would not be
outdone
against Wabash,
sacked Wabash's
Scot football
Wabash on
10-- 0. Hajjar's interception with
just seconds remaining in the
first quarter, along with another
successful McNally kick, gave
the Scots a 17-- 0 lead at the end
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Football shuts down Wabash
Jenny Eklund
Staff Writer
with Steck and Tim Slovensky ?05
contributing 26 and 17 yards
receiving, respectively.
Andrew Branch '06 also had an
excellent day punting, as one of
his punts landed
.
' l
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;
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and kept Wabash's
offense within the
Wooster one-yar- d
line.
Defensively, the
Scots sacked
Wabash's quarter-
back nine times,
including seven
times in the sec-
ond half alone.
Andy Mizak '07
was in on 3.5
sacks, Andre
Smith '07 earned
two, and Bobby
Vega '05, Joe
Kearney '05, and
Joe Pavlich '05
had a sack each.
Tony Sutton '05 sprints down the sideline as he outruns the Wabash Vega also led the
defense. Lead by their defense the Scots were able to beat the Little team in tackles
Giants for the first time in team history. The defense notched 9 sacks in with 1 3, with
the game and were dominate throughout (photo by Caroline Hotra.) Smith close
behind with 12.
The defense
quarterback
nine times in the game for a total'
loss of 55 yards and allowed only
289 yards of Little Giant offense
in the game.
Also for the defense, Nick
Hajjar '04 intercepted a pass 68
yards for a touchdown at the end
of the first quarter to put the
Scots comfortably ahead, where
they would remain for the rest of
the game. The game was .a great
team effort, according to Jimmy
Wallace '05. "We are really
excited coming off last week's
win and we are looking forward
to the last home game of the year
this week."
The Scots wasted no time get-
ting on the scoreboard, as Richie
McNally '05 kicked a 23 yard
field goal to put the Scots up 3-- 0
early in the first quarter. The
Scots struck again with just under
four minutes left to play in the
first quarter. Tony Sutton 05
scored his 20th touchdown of the
season on a. one-ya-rd run and
McNally kicked a successful
point-aft- er to put the Scots ahead
of the quarter.
Wabash got on the board first
in the second quarter, but the
Scot defense tightened up and did
not allow another score for the
remainder of the game. Two
more McNally field goals, one
right before halftime and one
during the third quarter, gave the
Scots their final points. Late in
the third quarter, the Little Giants
were within striking distance at
the Wooster five-yar- d line, but a
strong stand by the Scot defense
forced Wabash to turn the ball
over on downs.
Sutton again led the Scots in
rushing yards with 188 yards;
during the game, Sutton also set a
new school single-seaso- n rushing
record of 1,506 yards. Justin
Schafer '07 had another success-
ful game at quarterback, complet-
ing 7 of 13 passes for 46 yards.
Dan Steck '04 also earned 43
throwing yards when Schafer
pitched him the ball and he com-
pleted the pass to McNally.
Along with his kicking contribu-
tions, McNally was the Scots'
leading receiver with 48 yards,
Kearney and Kevin Rooker '04
had nine tackles each, Jesse
Koski '05 earned eight, Brad
Adamczyk '04 tackled six, and
Mizak contributed five tackles.
The Scots face NCAC rival
Denison University this
Saturday for their final home
game of the season; they will
then prepare for their season
finale face-of- f at Wittenberg
University. 5
"Even though Denison isn't
as tough as the team as we faced
last week, we learned from
games earlier in the year that we
can't look past anyone. We
have to come ready to play,"
said Wallace. The Scots will do
just that this Saturday at 1:00
p.m. at Papp Stadium.
The following week the Scots
will travel to Springfield to face
rivial Wittenberg. Last season
the Scots to the Tigers 9-- 14 and
they look to avenge that loss.
Currently Wittenberg is 6-- 2 and
there up coming game with
Wooster will be crucial in terms
of NCAC standings and post sea-
son opportunities. .
Wooster Voice
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Scots look to tame the Tigers in NCA C Tourney
David Murray
Sports Editor
The Field Hockey team is one
win away from capturing the
North Coast Athletic
Conference title after their 6--1
win over Oberlin. All that stands
in their way is rival Wittenberg.
The Scots dominated the
game from the beginning. It
took just 3:16 for the team to
score their first goal, Katie
McCoy '04 slipped an unassist-
ed goal past the Oberlin goalie.
The blitzkrieg continued as
McCoy assisted on Elayne
Brown's '05 third goal of the
season. Anlyn Addis '07
increased the lead to 3-- 0 on a
goal, assisted by Lindsey
Tingley '06. Tingley continued
her impressive play with a goal
off an assist from Julia Tryder
'04. The barrage continued
when Ashley Hecker '05 and
Ashley Minton '06 each scored
a goal to put the match out of
reach. The Scots are a diverse
team that can get offensive pro-
duction from a variety of players.
"One of the main strengths of our
team is that everyone has the ability
to score goals,"
said McCoy
The Scots 6-- 1
shellacking of
the Yeowomen
was their second
highest offen-
sive output of
the season. But
the high scoring
game came at a
surprising time
for the Scots,
for Oberlin and
Wooster coming
into the match
had the top two
goalies in NCAC
play. Anne Leigh
'07 out played
and outwitted
Oberlin's goalie.
With the vic-
tory the Scots
are in the same
position they
were in last sea-
son when they
played Wittenberg
in the NCAC championship game
but lost to them 2-- 6. This year the
Scots improved to the get the
3T J'
three seed. This year the Scots
split their two
The Field Hockey has improved to 15--5 with their 6-- 1 win over Oberlin.
The Scots travel down to Wittenberg on Saturday in an attempt to taim
the Tigers and bring back the NCAC Tournament crown. In the regular
season they split witht the Tigers (Photo by Sajal Sthapit.)
number two. seed, whereas last
year they were the number
I
games with the
Tigers with a
1-
-0 victory and
a 0-- 3 loss. All
the pieces
appear to be
coming into
place as the
Scots attempt
to make a post-
season
.
run.
"We are peak-
ing at the best
time and there
is no question
that we can
beat Witt,"
said McCoy.
One of the
factors that
will come into
play in the
Scots attempt
to dethrone the
Tigers is being
able to beat
Wittenberg on
their home
field. In the past two seasons
the Scots have been victorious
on their home field but have
lost three games to Witt on their
home field. Unlike Wooster,
Wittenberg's home field is on
astro turf which changes the
dynamics of how the game is
played. "This week we have
been practicing in the gym and
on high schools that have turf
surfaces," said McCoy.
If the Scots are able to win
the NCAC crown they will
receive an automatic bid into
the NCAA tournament. If they
do fall they still have an out-
side chance of the making the
NCAA tournament. There is a
regional bid that could place
the Scots in the tournament
with. a loss. Currently they are
.
in first place in the region and a
loss could knock them out of
the top spot.
If the Scots continue their
offensive and defensive domi-
nance they have the ability to
upset Wittenberg and take
home the NCAC trophy. With a
victory they will have the
momentum and confidence to
make a serious name for them-
selves in the NCAA Tournament
Mens Soccer in prime position for post season run
Molly Rallo
Sports Editor
For the second year now, the
College of Wooster men's soccer
team has received the honors of
holding the North Coast Athletic
Conference tournament. After
losing their first conference
game (Sept. 20) against
Allegheny, it looked as though it
was going to be a long season.
The Scots changed around some
things and picked it up a notch to
tie for first place with Denison in
the NCAC for the regular sea-
son. David Treleven '06 stated
"It feels good to be tied for
first but it doesn't really mean
anything because if we don't win
the tournament then our season
is over."
Because they beat Denison in a
head to head competition,
Wooster now holds the tourna-
ment on Friday and Saturday
(Nov. 7-8- ). The big win on
Saturday (Nov. 1) secured the
Scots' first place position.
Wooster traveled to
Crawfordsville, Ind. this past
weekend and defeated the Little
Giants of Wabash. The only goal
came from Brian Conaway '06 in
the 34th minute of the game.
The goal was assisted by .Jung
Kim '06 and lifted Conaway to
his eighth goal for the year. The
Scots controlled much of the
action; they out-sh- ot Wabash 20-- 6
for the game, including 1 1- -2 in
the first half. The Scots also had
six corner kicks while the Little
Giants had none.
Starting goaltender Treleven
had to sit out of the contest
because of a red card he had
received in the previous game,
but David Workman '04 stepped
in and did a fantastic job in the
net. He helped the Scots by
recording two saves in the
shutout. Wooster hopes to carry
this momentum of nine straight
wins into the very competitive
tournament on Friday.
Remembering last year's loss
to Ohio Wesleyan in the tourna-
ment has got to be a driving force
for them to win it all this year and
move onto the NCAA tourna-
ment. Treleven also stated, "The
game plan for the tournament is
to win it. We're just going to take
one game at a time."
The first game of the tourna-
ment starts at 11 a.m. with the
match-u- p of Denison
University and Ohio Wesleyan;
both teams are nationally
ranked at numbers 5 and 22
respectively. The Fighting
Scots, who also received
national votes, game against
fourth-seede- d Allegheny is
scheduled for 2 p.m. on Friday
afternoon. The winners of each
game will meet on Saturday
afternoon, 1 p.m. Then the
champion of the tournament
will have an automatic bid to
the national tournament.
Admission will be charged for
the NCAC tournament at the
Carl Dale Memorial Field.
Tickets are $5 for adults and $2
for students, faculty staff, and
children. The championship
r
I
game on Saturday is the same for
students, facultystaff, and chil-
dren, but it is $7 for adults. Come
watch the Scots win it all.
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Women's
Michelle Erickson
Staff Writer
The College of Wooster
Women's soccer team traveled
to Erie, Penn., last week looking
to upset the number one team in
..ft.
Elly Steiner '06 battles for control of the ball. The
Scots will play in the NCAC Championship game on
Nov. 8th (Photo by Rob Collinson.)
the NCAC, Allegheny College.
The two teams played even
through eighty-fou- r minutes
when Allegheny scored the lone
goal of-- the game to remain
undefeated in the conference.
Wooster now will travel to
Meadville to face the Gators in
the NCAC tournament semifi-
nals on Wednesday.
Scots defense dominates Wabash in
23--7 victory
Rushing No Nel TD Lg Avg .
Tony Sutton 33 188 1 49 5.7
Rob Hooper 2 6 0 6 3.0
Justin Schafer 9 -- 8 0 6 --0.9
Passing Att-Cmp-- Int Yds TD
Justin Schafer 13-7- -0 46 0
Dan Steele 1-- 1-0 43 0
Receiving No. Yds TDLong
Richie McNally 2 48 0 43
Dan Steck 2 26 0 16
Tim Slovensky 2 17 0 9
Tony Sutton 2-2- 00
Punting No. Yds Avg Long
Andrew Branch 7 287 41.0 46
Punts Kickoffs Intercept
Returns No. Yds. No.Yds. No.Yds.
'NickHajjar . -- "4 30 2 48 168
Amanda
Coppes '06 has
totaled sixteen
points this sea-
son followed
closely by
Brianna Lux
'05 with fifteen.
The junior is
a co-capta- in
and has had an
impressive year while scoring
seven goals as part of her fif-
teen points.
Defensively the Scots have
been lead by Becca Scina in the
goal. Scina has recorded sixty-thre- e
saves while only allowing
thirteen . goals. Wooster's
defense has held their oppo-
nents to fourteen shots this sea
Field Hockey crushes Oberlin 6-- 1 to
advance to NCAC Championships
Player . Sh G A
4 Anne Leigh-
-
- - -
10 Ashley Arnold -
11 Katie McCoy-
-
1 1 1
14 Ashley Hecker. 2 1 -
16 ArnoldAngela - - -
22 Baron..Katy - - -
25 Lindsay Tingley.... 2 1 2
31 2AlannarTryder. - -
32 Julia Tryder. 3 - J
33 Elayne Brown 6 1
36 Kelley Hubbell 1 - -
Substitutes
12 Miranda Leickly... - - -
15 Sarah Hamerstone. - - -
17 Johanna Taylor..... -
18 Ashley Mi nton 1 1 -
19 McAtee.....Becky - - -
23 Anlyn Addis 3 1 -
24 Redlin.Lindsey - - -
28 Katelin Bugler...... - - -
29 Susannah Brewster. - - --
' 30 Gina Crough . -
Wooster Voice
Soccer digging deep
The Scots managed five shots
against Allegheny and goalie
Becca Scina '06 provided five
saves keeping the game close. On
Wednesday, Wooster will be
looking to advance to the cham-
pionship game, which will be
held at the site
of the liighest-rankin- g
team
remaining in
the tournament.
Wooster has
been lead offen-
sively this sea-
son by several
players,
son, while taking thirty-nin- e
, shots themselves.
The women's soccer team
have shutout seven different
teams this season. Opponents
were only allowed 0.71 goals
per game this season. Wooster's
defense is lead by Laura
Earnhardt '06, Allison Hankus
'06, Anna Marin Russel '06,
and Elly Steiner '06.
The Scots after finishing with
a 13-5- -1 regular season record
this year are looking to pick up
their play heading into the post
season.
Their goal is to advance to the
conference championship and
into the NCAA Division III
national tournament.
Their tough journey begins
this weekend on Saturday at
Meadville when the squad will
take on the the Gators in the
NCAC semi's.
RON'S Colon Shopl
Artist's Supplies
0 Student
0 Disccunt
330-262-5- 171
Downtown Wooster
Mens Soccer beats Wabash 1- -0 in
NCAC finale
Player Sh G A
2 DJ. Snell ...
3G David Workman. -
3 Gerry Ockers-
-
1 - -
5 Tyler Bosch -
6 Andrew DeBord -
7 Adam Milligan . 3 -
8 Andrew Rugaiganisa -
10 Chris Sirois. 1
15 Brian Goche ... 2 - -
1 8 1Corey Humphrey.... - -
19 Tim Presto 3 - -
Substitutes
9 Brian Conaway. 4 1 -
1 1 David Damon ...
12 Tyler Heisterkamp. 1 - --
14 Jung Kim 1 - 1
16 Ross Nickel 1 - -
17 Alex Prochazka.... 1 - -
20 Adam Chapman.... - -
.
-
21 Matt Minor. ...
22 Matt Craig -
24 Nate Little ...
26 CIark son Dzapasi.. - -
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Basketball lacks offseason
with Halloween Maddness
Steven Kennedy '07 soars over his teammate in the Dunk
Contest. Kennedy's efforts came up short as he lost the cones ts to
Matt Schlingman '05 and Tom Port '06. One of the main attrac-
tion was the appearence of World B. Free who came to Timken
Gynamism. Unfortunatly it wasn't World B. Free and only Isaac
Ward '05, who wasn't able to dunk on his second attempt and was
shunned by the crowd. (Photo by Jeremy Hohertz.)
Women's Soccer beats Allegheny 3-- 1
in penealty kicks
The Women's soccer team defeated top
seeded Allegheny in the NCAC
Tournament semifinal. The game was an
intense battle with both teams going back
and forth and neither team was able to get
the upper hand on the other. At the end of
regulation the score was knotted up at 0-- 0.
Wooster sealed the victory with Dana
Doran-Mye- rs '07. Danielle Witchey '06,
and Bethany Reiner '05 came through in
the clutch on back-to-back-to-ba- ck penalty
kicks for Wooster. Throughout the game
goalie Becca Scina '06 was incredible. She
allowed only one penalty kick to slip by
her and was dominant throughout the
game. Back on Nov. 1st the Scots had lost
to Allegheny 0-- 1. but they were able to re-
group and turn the tables on the Gators.
The Womens Athletic and Recreation
would like to congratulate the players
lof the month of October.
Brianna Lux - Soccer
Tiffany Rice - Volleyball
Colleen Call - Cross Country
Elayne Brown - Field Hockey
ii
UPCOMING GAMES
NOVEMBER 7TH
Swimming & Diving Allegheny All
Spirit Invitational 6:00 p.m.
Mens Soccer vs. Allegheny 2:00 p.m.
NCAC Semifinals
NOVEMBER 8TH
Field Hockey Wittenberg NCAC
Tournamnet Championshit game 1 :00
p.m.
Football vs. Denison 1:00 p.m.
Mens Basketball vs. Czech Select
(exhibition) 7:30 p.m.
Swimming & Diving Allegheny All
Distance Invitational 9:00 p.m.
NCAC Championship game Mens
Soccer 1 :00 p.m. (If they beat
Allegheny on Friday)
' 1
